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Computing cohomology intersection numbers
of GKZ hypergeometric systems
Saiei-Jaeyeong Matsubara-Heo
Abstract
In this review article, we report on some recent advances on the
computational aspects of cohomology intersection numbers of GKZ
systems developed in [21], [30], [31] and [32]. We also discuss the
relation between intersection theory and evaluation of an integral of a
product of powers of absolute values of polynomials.
1 Introduction
1.1 Algebraic de Rham cohomology group and coho-
mology intersection form
Hypergeometric functions appear in various contexts of pure and applied
mathematics. Among others, Gauß’ hypergeometric function defined by an-
alytic continuations of 2F1
(
α,β
γ ; z
)
=
∑∞
n=0
(α)n(β)n
(γ)nn!
zn is presumably the best
studied example of a special function. Though it enjoys several properties,
it is the fact that Gauß’ hypergeometric function admits an integral repre-
sentation that provides a unified means of performing analytic continuations.
Reversing the perspective, one can define a hypergeometric function by means
of an integral of the form
I(z) =
∫
Γ
Φω, (1)
where Φ =
∏k
l=1 fl(x; z)
αl , fl(x; z) is a family of polynomials in x = (x1, x2, ...)
parametrized by z = (z1, z2, ....), αl is a complex parameter, Γ is a suitable
integration contour, and ω is a rational top-dimensional differential form in
x having at most poles along
⋃
l{x | fl(x; z) = 0}. Integral representation (1)
can be regarded as a pairing between a homology class [Γ] and a cohomology
class [ω]. Therefore, the theory of algebraic de Rham cohomology groups
naturally comes into play.
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We set Vz = {x | f1(x; z) . . . fk(x; z) 6= 0} and ∇x = dx + dx log Φ∧. In
view of Stokes’ theorem, it is natural to regard [ω] as an element of the top-
dimensional de Rham cohomology group HtopdR(Vz;∇x) = Htop(Ω•(V algz ),∇x)
where Ω•(V algz ) is the set of rational differential forms having at most poles
along
⋃
l{x | fl(x; z) = 0}. The cohomological point of view is particu-
larly useful when we derive the Pfaffian system of the integral (1). We
consider a basis {[ωi]}i of HtopdR(Vz;∇x) and set Y = t(I1, I2, ...) where Ii
is defined by (1) with ω replaced by ωi. For a matrix A(z) = (aij(z))i,j
with entries in rational 1-forms in z, we call the system of linear partial
differential equations dY (z) = A(z)Y (z) a Pfaffian system. The computa-
tion of the matrix A(z) can be formalized using the Gauß-Manin connection
∇GM := dz + dz log Φ∧. Taking the exterior derivative of (1), we obtain an
identity dI(z) =
∫
Γ
Φ∇GMω. Therefore, the entries aij are characterized by
the relation [∇GMωi] =
∑
j aij [ωj ] in the top-dimensional de Rham cohomol-
ogy group.
Another advantage of introducing cohomological point of view is that we
can relate cohomological invariants to the analysis of the integral (1). In
this paper, we will focus on a particular class of invariants: the cohomology
intersection form. This is a perfect bilinear pairing
〈•, •〉ch : HtopdR(Vz;∇x)× HtopdR(Vz;∇∨x)→ C. (2)
Here, ∇∨x is the dual connection of ∇x. The value of the cohomology inter-
section form for a given pair of cohomology classes is called the cohomology
intersection number. Note that, in our context, we assume that the parame-
ters αi are generic.
1 The importance of this invariant in the context of hyper-
geometric functions was discovered in [8] by Koji Cho and Keiji Matsumoto.
They showed that the cohomology intersection number naturally appears in
a class of functional identities called Riemann-Hodge bilinear relation. They
also developed a method of evaluating cohomology intersection numbers for
algebraic de Rham cohomology groups associated to 1-dimensional integrals.
We call their method residue method because it is based on residue calculus.
Residue method was later generalized to generic hyperplane arrangement
case in [33].
Despite the fact that there have been numerous efforts to evaluate the
cohomology intersection numbers ([19], [20], [22], [29], [35], [37], [41], [48]
and references therein), most of the existing methods utilize residue method
in the spirit of [33]. Note, however, that in recent papers [36] and [38] the
authors established a new method of evaluating the cohomology intersection
numbers by means of higher residues around critical points.
1When the parameters take special values, we should replace the de Rham cohomology
groups by the middle cohomology groups. This aspect is not discussed in this paper.
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The aim of this paper is to give an overview of yet another method of
computing cohomology intersection numbers associated to GKZ systems de-
veloped in [31] and [32] based on [21] and [30]. The crucial novelties are a
new characterization of the cohomology intersection form, an extensive use of
computational algebraic analysis, and combinatorial structure of cohomology
intersection numbers.
1.2 The secondary equation
Let [ω(z)] ∈ HtopdR(Vz;∇x) and [ω∨(z)] ∈ HtopdR(Vz;∇∨x) be cohomology classes
depending rationally on z. Then the cohomology intersection number
〈[ω(z)], [ω∨(z)]〉ch is again a rational function in z. The definition of the
cohomology intersection form immediately gives rise to the following identity
dz〈[ω(z)], [ω∨(z)]〉ch = 〈∇GM [ω(z)], [ω∨(z)]〉ch + 〈[ω(z)],∇GM∨[ω∨(z)]〉ch.
(3)
Here, we have set ∇GM∨ := dz − dz log Φ∧. We call the identity (3) the
secondary equation.
Let us make the secondary equation more explicit. We take bases of
de Rham cohomology groups {[ωi(z)]}ri=1 ⊂ HtopdR(Vz;∇x), {[ω∨i (z)]}ri=1 ⊂
HtopdR(Vz;∇∨x) depending rationally in z. We trivialize the Gauß-Manin con-
nections as ∇GM = dz + Ω∧ and ∇GM∨ = dz + Ω∨∧ with respect to these
bases. Then the secondary equation (3) is equivalent to the following Pfaffian
system for the cohomology intersection matrix Ich = (〈[ωi(z)], [ω∨j (z)]〉ch)ri,j=1:
dzIch =
tΩIch + IchΩ
∨. (4)
Thus, the cohomology intersection matrix is a rational solution of the sec-
ondary equation (4). The point is that a partial convers is also true: any
rational solution of (4) is equal to the cohomology intersection matrix Ich
up to a constant multiplication. Therefore, we can essentially evaluate any
cohomology intersection number by finding a non-zero rational solution of
(4).
1.3 The viewpoint of GKZ system
From this subsection, we will focus on a more specific integral
I(z) =
∫
Γ
k∏
l=1
hl(x; z)
−γlxcω (5)
where hl(x; z) =
∑
j z
(l)
j x
a
(l)(j) are Laurent polynomials, xc = xc11 x
c2
2 · · · and
γl and cj are parameters. The integral (5) is naturally a solution of a GKZ
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system, a class of holonomic systems introduced by I.M.Gelfand, M.I.Graev,
M.M.Kapranov, and A.V.Zelevinsky ([15], [16]). Therefore, it is natural to
expect that we can study the algebraic de Rham cohomology group associated
to the integral (5) by means of GKZ system.
The deformation parameters z = (z
(l)
j )j,l can be regarded as a variable
of a torus (C∗)N . We write DCN for the ring of linear partial differential
operators on CN with polynomial coefficients. The GKZ system is defined
as a quotient D-module MGKZ := DCN/IGKZ where IGKZ is a certain left
ideal of DCN . Since MGKZ is always holonomic ([1]), it defines an integrable
connection on a Zariski open dense subset U of CN . The importance of
GKZ system in our context is that MGKZ is canonically isomorphic to the
Gauß-Manin connection on U . Let us consider a sheaf HtopdR on U whose stalk
HtopdR,z at each z ∈ U is canonically isomorphic to HtopdR(Vz;∇x) (for the precise
definition, see [31]). The Gauß-Manin connection ∇GM naturally acts on this
sheaf HtopdR and the pair (HtopdR ,∇GM) is an integrable connection on U which
is canonically isomorphic to (the restriction of) MGKZ ([18]).
Through the isomorphism (HtopdR ,∇GM) ≃ MGKZ , any cohomology class
[ω] ∈ HtopdR corresponds to a modulo class [P ] ∈ MGKZ represented by an
operator P ∈ DCN . Therefore, computations in the algebraic de Rham co-
homology group HtopdR(Vz;∇x) are reduced to those in MGKZ where we can
employ a toolkit of computational algebraic analysis. For example, we can
compute a basis of HtopdR(Vz;∇x) at a generic point by computing a C(z)-basis
of C(z)⊗C[z]MGKZ which is equal to the set of standard monomials with re-
spect to a Gro¨bner basis of GKZ ideal IGKZ for a monomial order ([25, 6.2]).
Once a basis of the algebraic de Rham cohomology group {[ω1], [ω2], . . . }
is given, the connection matrix is obtained by a “division” of ∇GM [ωi] by
cohomology classes [ωj]. A refined version of this argument is illustrated in
§5.1.
GKZ system also enjoys a special combinatorics, from which we can derive
a formula of cohomology intersection numbers. The definition domain (C∗)N
of GKZ system admits a natural (relative) toric compactification X([17,
Chapter 7], [10]). A remarkable fact is that at each torus fixed point of
X , the cohomology intersection number is expanded into a convergent Lau-
rent series whose coefficients are determined combinatorially ([21, Theorem
8.1] and [30, Theorem 2.6]). This is summarized in §4.2.
We are in a position to illustrate how our algorithm works:
Algorithm 1.1 (A prototype of the main algorithm).
Input: bases {[ωi(z)]}ri=1 ⊂ HtopdR(Vz;∇x), {[ω∨i (z)]}ri=1 ⊂ HtopdR(Vz;∇∨x) ratio-
nal in z.
Output: the cohomology intersection matrix Ich = (〈[ωi(z)], [ω∨j (z)]〉ch)ri,j=1.
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1. Find connection matrices Ω and Ω∨ of ∇GM and ∇GM∨ with respect to
bases {[ωi(z)]}ri=1 and {[ω∨i (z)]}ri=1.
2. Find a non-zero matrix I whose entries are rational functions on U
and which satisfies the secondary equation (4).
3. There is a complex number C so that the equality Ich = C · I holds.
Specify C by means of [21, Theorem 8.1] or [30, Theorem 2.6].
As for step 2, we can utilize, e.g., the Maple package “IntegrableConnections”
([7]) whose algorithm is based on [6] (see also [40]). The algorithm is im-
plemented in the computer algebra system Risa/Asir ([42], [47]). Combining
this algorithm with the one of computing a basis of the de Rham cohomology
group [26], we obtain a complete algorithm of determining the cohomology
intersection form.
1.4 An integral of a product of powers of absolute val-
ues of polynomials
In addition to the algorithmic aspects, we will also discuss an integral of
a product of powers of absolute values of polynomials in the last section.
Namely, we consider an integral of the form
I(α) =
∫
Cn
|Φ|2ω ∧ η¯. (6)
We regard (6) as a function of parameters αi. This integral can be seen as
a single-valued version of the integral (1) and has been studied by several
people: the one-dimensional case of (6) was discussed in [24] and a multidi-
mensional case with specific choices of fl had appeared in [37].
It is classically known that I(α) is a meromorphic function in α =
(α1, . . . , αk) ∈ Ck. The poles of I(α) is, in principle, described by the mul-
tivariate b-functions ([5],[23],[43]). However, it is a difficult task to compute
the multivariate b-functions in general, neither is it straightforward to ob-
tain a closed form of the analytic continuations of I(α). We introduce the
perspective of intersection theory to overcome this difficulty.
The important point to note here is that the integral (6) is a variant of
the cohomology intersection number. Indeed, M.Hanamura and M.Yoshida
has already pointed out this fact ([24]) when n = 1. They showed that the
integral (6) appears naturally as a polarization of L2-cohomology groups. In
this paper, we discuss the higher dimensional case. The basic ingredient is the
theory of harmonic forms developed in [27]. By writing down the Riemann-
Hodge bilinear relation in this context, we obtain a method of computing the
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analytic continuation of the integral (6). This is achieved in §6.1. When the
integrand Φ is related to GKZ system, we obtain a series expansion of (6)
in terms of hypergeometric series in§6.2. It is expected that the theory of
b-functions is related to our approach from intersection theory. We will not
address this problem in this paper.
Finally, we remark that we do not give proofs of the statements in this
paper. The proofs are available in [21], [30], [31] and [32] except for the
results in §6. A more comprehensive treatment of the results in §6 will
appear elsewhere.
2 Basic set-ups
This section is devoted to recalling basic notions and notation related to
algebraic de Rham cohomology groups. A more comprehensive description
can be found in [4] or in [9]. The readers familiar with these notions can skip
this section.
2.1 Algebraic de Rham cohomology groups
We fix a positive integer n and consider non-constant complex polynomials
fl(x) (l = 1, . . . , k) in x ∈ Cn. We choose complex numbers αl ∈ C (l =
1, . . . , k) and set Φ :=
∏k
l=1 fl(x)
αl . We are interested in the integral of the
form
I =
∫
Γ
Φω (7)
where Γ is a suitable cycle and ω is an algebraic n-form in x. In order for the
integral (7) to define a function, we need to introduce a deformation variable
z in fl, namely we consider the case when fl = fl(x; z) depends polynomially
in z and therefore I = I(z) is an analytic function in z. Under the presence
of z, the integral I(z) is called an Euler integral representation. For the
moment, we fix the deformation variable z to make the dependence on z
implicit. We set V = {x ∈ Cn | f1(x) · · · fk(x) 6= 0}. The twisted differential
∇x associated to the integral (7) is defined by dx+
∑k
l=1 αldx log fl∧ where dx
is the exterior derivative on V . Let us denote by Ωp(V alg) the set of algebraic
differential p-forms on V . It can readily be seen that the sequence
· · · → Ωp(V alg) ∇x→ Ωp+1(V alg)→ · · · (8)
defines a complex where Ωp(V alg) is at the p-th position. We define p-th
algebraic de Rham cohomology group HpdR
(
V alg;∇x
)
as the p-th cohomology
group of the complex (8). We use the symbol V an to emphasize that we equip
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V with the analytic topology in contrast to the same set V alg equipped with
Zariski topology. Since we are mainly interested in the algebraic de Rham
cohomology group rather than the analytic one (though they are isomorphic),
we simply write HpdR (V ;∇x) for HpdR
(
V alg;∇x
)
.
We define the dual object of HpdR (V ;∇x). We write L for the dual local
system of flat sections of ∇anx . More intuitively, any local section of the sheaf
L is a complex number times a determination of the multivalued function Φ.
With this notation, we can define p-th twisted homology group Hp (V
an;L)
([46]). For readers’ convenience, we give an explicit description of the twisted
homology group.
We write Cp(V
an;L) for the vector space of formal finite sums Γ =∑
i aiΓi ⊗ Φ|Γi where ai ∈ C, Γi is a continuous map Γi : ∆p → V an and
Φ|Γi is a determination of the multivalued function Φ on the image of Γi.
Here, the symbol ∆p stands for the p-dimensional simplex. Let us denote by
∂Γi the boundary of Γi in the ordinary sense. Setting ∂ΦΓ =
∑
i ai∂Γi⊗Φ|∂Γi ,
the sequence
· · · → Cp(V an;L) ∂Φ→ Cp−1(V an;L)→ · · · (9)
defines a complex where Cp(V
an;L) is at the (−p)-th position. We define
p-th twisted homology group Hp (V
an;L) as the (−p)-th cohomology group
of the complex (9). For any twisted p-chain Γ =
∑
i aiΓi ⊗ Φ ∈ Cp(V an;L)
and an algebraic p-form ω ∈ Ωp(V alg), we set 〈Γ, ω〉per =
∑
i ai
∫
Γi
Φω. Note
that the determination of Φ is specified on Γi. Then, it is classical that the
pairing
〈•, •〉per : Hp (V an;L)× HpdR (V ;∇x) → C
∈ ∈
([Γ], [ω]) 7→ 〈Γ, ω〉per
(10)
is well-defined and gives rise to a perfect pairing ([9]).
We write L∨ for the dual local system of L, that is, any local section of
L∨ is a complex number times a determination of Φ−1. In the same way, we
write ∇∨x for the connection dx −
∑k
l=1 αldx log fl∧ which is dual to ∇x. We
can also define the perfect bilinear pairing
〈•, •〉per : Hp (V an;L∨)×HpdR (V ;∇∨x) → C
∈ ∈
([Γ∨], [ω∨]) 7→ 〈Γ∨, ω∨〉per
(11)
where 〈Γ∨, ω∨〉per is defined as an integration as in (10).
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2.2 The (co)homology intersection form
We write HndR,c (V
an;∇anx ) for the analytic de Rham cohomology group with
compact support. Namely, if the symbol Epc (V an) denotes the set of smooth
p-forms on V an with compact support, HndR,c (V
an;∇anx ) is defined as the n-
th cohomology group of the complex (E•c (V an),∇anx ). By Poincare´-Verdier
duality, the bilinear pairing
HndR,c (V
an;∇anx )×HndR (V an;∇an∨x ) → C
∈ ∈
([ω], [ω∨]) 7→ ∫
V an
ω ∧ ω∨
(12)
is perfect. Let Ep(V an) be the set of smooth p-forms on V an. The natu-
ral inclusion Epc (V an) →֒ Ep(V an) induces a morphism of cohomology groups
can : HpdR,c (V
an;∇anx ) → HpdR (V an;∇anx ). We say that the regularization
condition is satisfied if the morphism can is an isomorphism for any p. Note
that the regularization condition is a generic condition for the parameters
αl. The regularization condition implies the pure-codimensionality of the
cohomology groups. Namely, we have the vanishing HpdR (V
an;∇anx ) = 0
for any p 6= n. In the following, we always assume that the regularization
condition is satisfied.2 A criterion for this assumption is explained in §4.1.
Since ∇x is a regular connection, the canonical morphism HndR (V ;∇x) →
HndR (V
an;∇anx ) is always an isomorphism by Deligne-Grothendieck compari-
son theorem ([9, Corollaire 6.3]). Therefore, we have a canonical isomorphism
reg : HndR (V ;∇x) → HndR,c (V an;∇anx ). Note that the Poincare´ dual of the
isomorphism reg is called a regularization map in the theory of special func-
tions ([3, §3.2]). Finally, we define the cohomology intersection form 〈•, •〉ch
between algebraic de Rham cohomology groups by the formula
〈•, •〉ch : HndR (V ;∇x)× HndR (V ;∇∨x) → C
∈ ∈
([ω], [ω∨]) 7→ ∫
V an
reg([ω]) ∧ ω∨.
(13)
The value 〈[ω], [ω∨]〉ch is called the cohomology intersection number of [ω] and
[ω∨].
Remark 2.1. In the definition (13) of the cohomology intersection form, we
can also obtain the same perfect pairing by regularizing the form ω∨. Namely,
2It is also important to study the integral (7) when the regularization condition is
violated. In this case, the subsequent argument can be developed in a parallel way if
we replace the algebraic de Rham cohomology group by the so-called middle cohomology
group and replace each perfect pairing by its middle version ([14]). However, it seems that
there is no systematic way of computing middle cohomology groups by means of computer
algebra. This is the future task.
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we have equalities
〈[ω], [ω∨]〉ch =
∫
V an
reg([ω])∧ω∨ =
∫
V an
ω∧reg([ω∨]) =
∫
V an
reg([ω])∧reg([ω∨]).
(14)
In view of the perfect pairings (10) and (13), we can define a natural
perfect bilinear pairing between twisted homology groups
〈•, •〉h : Hn (V an;L)×Hn (V an;L∨)→ C (15)
which we call the homology intersection form. It is known that one can com-
pute the homology intersection number by counting the geometric intersec-
tions. We take twisted cycles [Γ] ∈ Hn (V an;L) and [Γ∨] ∈ Hn (V an;L∨). If
[Γ] (resp. [Γ∨]) is represented by a chain
∑
i aiΓi ⊗Φ (resp.
∑
i a
′
iΓ
′
i ⊗Φ−1),
the intersection number 〈[Γ], [Γ∨]〉h is equal to
∑
i,j aia
′
jIloc(Γi,Γ
′
j). Here,
Iloc(Γi,Γ
′
j) is the local intersection number (see e.g. [28]).
2.3 Twisted period relations
It was discovered in [8] that a family of functional identities of hypergeo-
metric functions called quadratic relations can be derived in a systematic
way from the Riemann-Hodge bilinear relation. This relation is a compati-
bility among cohomology intersection form (13), homology intersection form
(15), and period pairings (10) and (11). Let us take four bases {[ωi]}ri=1 ⊂
HndR(V ;∇x), {[ω∨i ]}ri=1 ⊂ HndR(V ;∇∨x), {[Γi]}ri=1 ⊂ Hn(V an;L), {[Γ∨i ]}ri=1 ⊂
Hn(V
an;L∨). We set Ich :=
(〈[ωi], [ω∨j ]〉ch)ri,j=1, Ih := (〈[Γi], [Γ∨j ]〉h)ri,j=1,
P := (〈[Γj], [ωi]〉per)ri,j=1, P ∨ :=
(〈[Γ∨j ], [ω∨i ]〉per)ri,j=1.
Theorem 2.2 (Riemann-Hodge bilinear relation, or, twisted period rela-
tion).
Ich = P
tI−1h
tP ∨. (16)
In particular, if we write I−1h = (C
ij)ri,j=1, we obtain an expansion formula
of the cohomology intersection number
〈[ω], [ω∨]〉ch =
r∑
i,j=1
(∫
Γi
Φω
)
Cji
(∫
Γ∨j
Φ−1ω∨
)
(17)
for any cohomology classes [ω] ∈ HndR(V ;∇x) and [ω∨] ∈ HndR(V ;∇∨x). In view
of the formula (17), we can evaluate the cohomology intersection number in
terms of the periods and homology intersection numbers. We will see that
these functions can explicitly be evaluated when the integral comes from a
GKZ system in §4.2.
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3 Gauß-Manin connection and the secondary
equation
3.1 Gauß-Manin connection
Recall that the polynomials fl = fl(x; z) in §2 depend implicitly on other
complex variables z = (z1, . . . , zN). Therefore, we suppose there are smooth
affine varieties U, V and a smooth affine morphism π : V → U so that
each fiber is given by Vz := π
−1(z) = {x ∈ Cn | f1(x; z) · · · fk(x; z) 6= 0}.
Note that fl can be regarded as regular functions on V . For each fiber
Vz, we can carry out the construction in the previous section to define the
algebraic de Rham cohomology groups, twisted homology groups, and perfect
pairings among them. It is natural to expect that the algebraic de Rham
cohomology group HndR(Vz;∇x) depends rationally on the variables z. This
is the viewpoint of Gauß-Manin connection.
Let us formulate the Gauß-Manin connection briefly. As for the rigorous
description in the present context, see [31]. We regard fl as a global section
of the sheaf of regular functions OV on V and set ∇ = d+
∑k
l=1 αld log fl∧.
Here, d is the exterior derivative on V . We assume that the morphism π
is locally given by a projection and the dimension of each fiber Vz is n.
Therefore, we can decompose V as a product of the base space U and the
fiber Vz for some z. Let x be a coordinate of the fiber Vz. We can write ∇ as
a sum ∇ = ∇x+∇z, where ∇x (resp. ∇z) is defined by dx+
∑k
l=1 αldx log fl∧
(resp. dz +
∑k
l=1 αldz log fl∧). We define the relative de Rham cohomology
group HndR as the n-th cohomology group of the complex(
0→ Ω0V/U ∇x→ Ω1V/U ∇x→ · · · ∇x→ ΩnV/U → 0
)
. (18)
Here, ΩpV/U denotes the sheaf of relative differential p-forms ω(z) locally de-
fined by
∑
|I|=p a(x; z)dx
I (a(x; z) ∈ OV ). For any z ∈ U , there is a natural
evaluation morphism evz : HndR,z → HndR (Vz;∇x). We define the dual ob-
ject Hn∨dR by replacing ∇x by ∇∨x in the construction above. Therefore, for
any local section [ω] of HndR and [ω∨] of Hn∨dR, we can define the cohomol-
ogy intersection number 〈[ω], [ω∨]〉ch as a function of z ∈ U by the formula
U ∋ z 7→ 〈evz([ω]), evz([ω∨])〉ch ∈ C. This actually defines a OU -bilinear
morphism 〈•, •〉ch : HndR ×Hn∨dR → OU .
We define the Gauß-Manin connection ∇GM : HndR → Ω1U (HndR) := Ω1U ⊗
HndR. For any local section [ω] of HndR, we set
∇GM [ω] := [∇zω]. (19)
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Here, the superscript GM stands for ”Gauß-Manin”. The operator∇GM may
change the cohomology class but the result does not depend on a particular
choice of representatives. The dual connection ∇GM∨ : Hn∨dR → Ω1U(Hn∨dR) is
defined by replacing ∇z by ∇∨z in (19).
3.2 The secondary equation
We can rewrite the action of ∇GM in terms of local frames. Let {[ωi]}ri=1
be a local free basis of HndR. We define the connection matrix Ω = (ωij)ri,j=1
whose entries are 1-forms on U so that we have an equality ∇GM [ωi] =∑r
j=1 ωji ∧ [ωj]. Then, the Gauß-Manin connection ∇GM is given by ∇GM =
dz + Ω∧ with respect to the local frame {[ωi]}ri=1. In the same way, we
can also define the connection matrix Ω∨ of ∇GM∨ with respect to the local
frame {[ω∨i ]}ri=1 of Hn∨dR. These connection matrices can be seen as Pfaffian
systems. We take cycles [Γ] ∈ Hn(Xanz ;L) and [Γ] ∈ Hn(Xanz ;L∨)). We put
Y = t
(∫
Γ
Φω1, . . . ,
∫
Γ
Φωr
)
and Y ∨ = t
(∫
Γ∨
Φ−1ω∨1 , . . . ,
∫
Γ∨
Φ−1ω∨r
)
. Then,
we have Pfaffian systems
dzY =
tΩY and dzY
∨ = tΩ∨Y ∨. (20)
The Gauß-Manin connections ∇GM and ∇GM∨ on HndR and Hn∨dR are com-
patible with the cohomology intersection form. Namely, for any local sections
[ω] of HndR and [ω∨] of Hn∨dR, we have
dz〈[ω], [ω∨]〉ch = 〈∇GM [ω], [ω∨]〉ch + 〈[ω],∇GM∨[ω∨]〉ch. (21)
We call (21) the secondary equation. Let us rewrite it in terms of local frames.
We set I = Ich = (〈[ωi], [ω∨j ]〉ch)i,j and call it the cohomology intersection
matrix. Then, the secondary equation (21) is equivalent to the system
dzI =
tΩI + IΩ∨. (22)
We also call (22) the secondary equation. The theorem which our algorithm
is based on is the following
Theorem 3.1. [31] Under the regularization condition, all the entries of the
cohomology intersection matrix Ich are rational functions. Moreover, any
rational function solution I of the secondary equation (22) is, up to a scalar
multiplication, equal to Ich.
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4 Intersection theory and GKZ system
4.1 GKZ systems and Euler integral representations
From this section, we slightly change the notation and consider an integral
of the form
I =
∫
Γ
k∏
l=1
hl(x)
−γlxcω (23)
where Γ is a suitable cycle, ω is an algebraic n-form in x = (x1, . . . , xn),
γl, ci ∈ C are parameters (l = 1, . . . , k i = 1, . . . , n), xc = xc11 · · ·xcnn , and
hl(x) = hl(x; z) =
∑Nl
j=1 z
(l)
j x
a
(l)(j) are Laurent polynomials in x. Hereafter,
we set
Φ =
k∏
l=1
hl(x)
−γlxc. (24)
The setting of §3 is now simplified as follows: we set N = N1+ · · ·+Nk and
write z for (z
(l)
j )j,l. Let V be the smooth affine algebraic variety defined by
V = {(z, x) ∈ CN × (C∗)n | ∏kl=1 hl(x; z) 6= 0} and let π : V → CN be the
projection. By [18, 2.9], we can find a Zariski open subset U of CN on which
the projection π satisfies the assumption of §3. Therefore, we may replace V
by π−1(U) to assume that HndR is an algebraic vector bundle on U .
In this setting, the Gauß-Manin connection HndR can be extended to a
holonomic D-module on CN called the GKZ system. Let us recall the def-
inition of GKZ system ([16]). For a given d × n (d < n) integer matrix
A = (a(1)| · · · |a(n)) and a parameter vector δ ∈ Cd, GKZ system MA(δ) is
defined as a system of partial differential equations on Cn given by
MA(δ) :
{
Ei · f(z) = 0 (i = 1, . . . , d) (25a)
u · f(z)= 0
(
u ∈ Ker(A× : Zn×1 → Zd×1)), (25b)
where Ei and u for u =
t(u1, . . . , un) are differential operators defined by
Ei =
n∑
j=1
aijzj
∂
∂zj
+ δi, u =
∏
uj>0
(
∂
∂zj
)uj
−
∏
uj<0
(
∂
∂zj
)−uj
. (26)
We write DCn for the ring of linear partial differential operators on Cn
with polynomial coefficients. The GKZ ideal is a left ideal of DCn de-
fined by IGKZ := DCn〈Ei,u | i = 1, . . . , d, u ∈ LA〉. As a D-module,
we set MA(δ) := DCn/IGKZ . It is known that GKZ system MA(δ) is holo-
nomic ([1]). For convenience, we assume an additional condition ZA :=
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Za(1) + · · ·+ Za(n) = Zd. In our setting, we put Al = (a(l)(1)| . . . |a(l)(Nl)),
d = n + k, n = N . We define an (n+ k)×N matrix A by
A =


1 · · · 1 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 1 · · · 1 · · · 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 · · · 1 · · · 1
A1 A2 · · · Ak

 . (27)
We put δ = (γ1, . . . , γk, c1, . . . , cn). We say that the parameter δ is non-
resonant if it does not belong to CΓ + Zd for any facet Γ of the cone∑N
j=1R≥0a(j). If the parameter vector δ is non-resonant and γl /∈ Z, the
Gauß-Manin connection (HndR,∇GM) (resp. (Hn∨dR,∇GM∨)) is isomorphic to a
restriction of the GKZ system MA(δ) ↾U (resp. MA(−δ) ↾U) and the regular-
ization condition is true ([30, Theorem 2.12]3). We set dx
x
= dx1
x1
∧ · · · ∧ dxn
xn
.
The isomorphism MA(δ) ↾U≃ HndR is given by the correspondence [1] 7→ [dxx ].
Thus, any section [ω] of HndR can be written as [ω] = P · [dxx ] for some linear
differential operator P ∈ DCN . The action of a partial derivative ∂j,l := ∂
∂z
(l)
j
onto a cohomology class [ω(z)] ∈ HndR is concretely given by
∂j,l · [ω(z)] = ∇GM∂j,l [ω(z)] =
(
∂j,l − γl x
a(l)(j)
hl(x; z)
)
[ω(z)]. (28)
In the last expression of (28), ∂j,l acts as a standard partial derivative to each
coefficient of the differential form ω(z) =
∑
i ai(x; z)dx.
Based on this description of the isomorphism MA(δ) ↾U≃ HndR, we can
obtain an algorithm of computing a (free) basis of the algebraic de Rham
cohomology group ([26]).
Theorem 4.1 ([26], Theorem 2). Suppose δ is non-resonant and γl /∈ Z4.
If {[∂α]}α ⊂ C(z) ⊗C[z] MA(δ) is a C(z)-basis of C(z) ⊗C[z] MA(δ), then
{∂α · [dx
x
]}α is a basis of HndR(Vz;∇x) for generic z.
An important point of the Theorem above is that a C(z)-basis ofC(z)⊗C[z]
MA(δ) can be computed from a Groo¨bner basis with respect to a monomial
order. Let G be the Gro¨bner basis of the GKZ ideal IGKZ . The set of the
standard monomials for G, which is the set of monomials in ∂ that are not
divisible by the elements of G, is of the form {∂α |α ∈ S ⊂ ZN≥0} (see, e.g.,
3This was originally proved in [18, 2.9] where the condition γl /∈ Z is missing. If some
of γl takes an integral value, the regularization condition is, in general, violated.
4This condition is based on the description of the isomorphism[30]
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[25, 6.1]). Theorem 4.1 implies that {∂α ·[dx
x
]}α∈S is a basis of HndR(Vz;∇x) for
generic z. Moreover, the Gro¨bner basis technique also provides an algorithm
of computing the Pfaffian systems, or equivalently, the connection matrix
([25, 6.2]). In §5.1, we discuss an improved version of this algorithm.
4.2 Combinatorics of homology intersection numbers
From this subsection, we assume that δ is non-resonant and γl /∈ Z. Let
z ∈ CN be a generic point. To be more precise, z is taken to be a nonsingu-
lar point in the sense of [30, Definition 3.7]. The isomorphism of D-modules
MA(δ) ↾U≃ HndR gives rise to an isomorphism of the solution space of GKZ
system and a twisted homology group. Namely, we have a canonical isomor-
phism
Hn(V
an
z ,L)→˜ SolMA(δ),z , (29)
the correspondence of which is given by Hn(V
an
z ,L) ∋ [Γ] 7→
∫
Γ
Φdx
x
([18,
Theorem 2.10], [30, Theorem 2.12]). Here, SolMA(δ),z is the stalk of the so-
lution sheaf of MA(δ) at the point z. The solution space SolMA(δ),z has a
combinatorial structure when z is close to a special point in a suitable toric
compactification. Through the isomorphism (29), we can introduce a com-
binatorial structure in the twisted homology group Hn(V
an
z ,L). In order
to describe this combinatorial structure, we briefly recall basic definitions
related to regular triangulations.
Let us recall the definition of a regular triangulation. In general, for
any subset σ of {1, . . . , N}, cone(σ) denotes the positive span of the column
vectors of A {a(1), . . . , a(N)} i.e., cone(σ) =
∑
i∈σ
R≥0a(i). We often identify
a subset σ ⊂ {1, . . . , N} with the corresponding set of vectors {a(i)}i∈σ or
with the set cone(σ). A collection T of subsets of {1, . . . , N} is called a
triangulation if {cone(σ) | σ ∈ T} is the set of cones in a simplicial fan
whose support equals cone(A). We regard Z1×N as the dual lattice of ZN×1
via the standard dot product. Let πA : Z
1×N → L∨A be the dual morphism of
the natural inclusion LA →֒ ZN×1 where L∨A is the dual lattice HomZ(LA,Z).
By abuse of notation, we continue to write πA for the linear map πA ⊗
Z
idR :
R1×N → L∨A ⊗
Z
R where idR : R → R is the identity map. Then, for any
generic choice of a vector ω ∈ R1×N , we can define a triangulation T (ω) as
follows: A subset σ ⊂ {1, . . . , N} belongs to T (ω) if there exists a vector
n ∈ R1×(n+k) such that n · a(i) = ωi if i ∈ σ and n · a(j) < ωj if j /∈ σ.
A triangulation T is called a regular triangulation if T = T (ω) for some
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ω ∈ R1×N . For a regular triangulation T , we set
CT =
{
ω ∈ R1×N | T (ω) = T
}
. (30)
We cite a fundamental result of Gelfand, Kapranov, and Zelevinsky ([10,
Theorem 5.2.11.],[17, Chapter 7, Proposition 1.5.]).
Theorem 4.2 ([10],[17]). There exists a complete fan Fan(A) in R1×N whose
maximal cones are precisely {CT}T :regular triangulation. The fan Fan(A) is called
the secondary fan.
Remark 4.3. Let F be a fan obtained by applying the projection πA to each
cone of Fan(A). By definition, each cone of Fan(A) is a pull-back of a cone of
F through the projection πA. Therefore, the fan F is also called the secondary
fan.
For any subset τ ⊂ {1, . . . , N}, Aτ denotes the matrix given by the
columns of A indexed by τ. We say that a regular triangulation T is uni-
modular if we have detAσ = ±1 for any simplex σ ∈ T . Though a unimod-
ular regular triangulation may not exist in general, many interesting classes
of GKZ system admit it. For example, GKZ system coming from Appell-
Lauricella system or Horn’s system has a unimodular regular triangulation.
In order to simplify the exposition, we assume the matrix A defined
by (27) admits a unimodular triangulation T .5 Let us introduce notation.
For any subset τ ⊂ {1, . . . , N}, we set zτ := (zi)i∈τ . We write σ for the
complement {1, . . . , N} \ σ. For any vector v = (v1, v2, . . . ) and a univari-
ate scalar-valued function F , we define F (v) to be the product of values
F (v) := F (v1)F (v2) · · · . With this notation, for any (n + k)-simplex σ, we
set
ϕσ(z; δ) := z
−A−1σ δ
σ
∑
m∈Zσ
≥0
z−A
−1
σ Aσ¯m
σ z
m
σ¯
Γ(1− A−1σ (δ + Aσ¯m))m!
(31)
where 1 is a vector of length n + k whose entries are all unity. By a direct
computation, we can show that ϕσ(z; δ) is a solution of MA(δ). We say that
δ is very generic if any entry of the vector A−1σ (δ + Aσ¯m) is non-integral. It
is easy to see that if δ is very generic, δ must be non-resonant.
Proposition 4.4. If (− log |z1|, . . . ,− log |zN |) is in a sufficiently far trans-
lation of the cone CT inside itself, the series (31) is convergent. Moreover,
if δ is very generic, {ϕσ(z; δ)}σ∈T is a basis of SolMA(δ),z.
5If T is not unimodular, the description of the combinatorial structure of SolMA(δ),z
and that of Hn(V
an
z ;L) are more complicated ([21]).
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Through the isomorphism Hn(V
an
z ;L) ≃ SolMA(δ),z , we have the basis
{[Γσ]}σ∈T of Hn(Vz;L) corresponding to {ϕσ(z; δ)}σ∈T . Similarly, we have a
dual basis {[Γ∨σ ]}σ∈T of Hn(V anz ;L∨). An important point here is that these
bases are orthogonal bases with respect to the homology intersection form.
Namely, we have the orthogonality relation 〈[Γσ1 ], [Γ∨σ2 ]〉h = 0 if σ1 6= σ2. The
remaining homology intersection number 〈[Γσ], [Γ∨σ ]〉h is also explicitly given
by
〈[Γσ], [Γ∨σ ]〉h = C(γ; σ)
∏
l:|σ(l)|>1

(1− e2pi
√−1γl)
∏
i∈σ(l)
(
1− e−2pi
√−1teiA−1σ δ
)
 ,
(32)
where C(γ; σ) is a constant depending only on γ1, . . . , γk and σ ([30, Theorem
7.5]).
For any complex vectors v = (v1, v2, . . . ) and w = (w1, w2, . . . ) of equal
length, we set (v)w :=
Γ(v+w)
Γ(v)
. Finally, we set hb := hb11 · · ·hbkk for any
element b = (b1, . . . , bk) ∈ Zk. In view of Riemann-Hodge bilinear relation
(17), we obtain an expansion theorem of the cohomology intersection number.
Theorem 4.5 (Theorem 8.1 of [30]). Suppose that four vectors a, a′ ∈
Zn,b,b′ ∈ Zk and a unimodular regular triangulation T6 are given. If the
parameter δ is generic so that γl /∈ Z for any l = 1, . . . , k and δ,
(
γ − b
c+ a
)
and
(
γ + b′
c− a′
)
are very generic, then, one has an identity
(−1)|b|+|b′|γ1 · · · γk(γ − b)b(−γ − b′)b′×∑
σ∈T
πn+k
sin πA−1σ δ
ϕσ
(
z;
(
γ − b
c+ a
))
ϕσ
(
z;
(−γ − b′
−c+ a′
))
=
〈xahb dx
x
, xa
′
hb
′ dx
x
〉ch
(2π
√−1)n (33)
for any z such that (− log |z1|, . . . ,− log |zN |) is in a sufficiently far transla-
tion of the cone CT inside itself.
Since cohomology classes [xahb dx
x
] generate the algebraic de Rham cohomol-
ogy group HndR(Vz;∇x), Theorem 4.5 gives a closed formula of any cohomol-
ogy intersection number. However, Theorem 3.1 implies that the cohomology
intersection number is a priori a rational function while the formula (33) is,
in general, an infinite series.
6As for the case when T is not unimodular, see [21, Theorem 2.6].
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Let us illustrate how Theorem 4.5 is used to evaluate cohomology intersec-
tion number. We take free bases {[ωi(z)]}ri=1 ⊂ HndR and {[ω∨i (z)]}ri=1 ⊂ Hn∨dR.
Suppose that I is a non-zero rational solution of the secondary equation
(22). In view of Theorem 3.1, there is a complex constant C such that
Ich =
(〈[ωi(z)], [ω∨j (z)]〉ch)ri,j=1 = C · I. We choose some i and j and focus on
〈[ωi(z)], [ω∨j (z)]〉ch. If Iij(z) denotes the (i, j)-entry of I, we have
〈[ωi(z)], [ω∨j (z)]〉ch = C · Iij(z). (34)
We may assume that Iij(z) is a non-zero function. Since the cohomology
classes [ωi(z)] and [ω
∨
j (z)] are expanded into C(z)-linear combination of the
cohomology classes of the form [xahb dx
x
], we can apply the formula (33) to
obtain a Laurent expansion of 〈[ωi(z)], [ω∨j (z)]〉ch. Then, we substitute a
particular value z = z0 in (34), which determines the constant C. The point
z0 is usually taken as the “center” of the Laurent expansion. When the
value Iij(z0) diverges or vanishes, we divide or multiply (34) by a suitable
polynomial factor in z before substitution.
We conclude this subsection by citing a theorem on an arithmetic property
of the cohomology intersection number. We define a field Q(δ) as a field
extension Q(δ) := Q(γ1, . . . , γk, c1, . . . , cn) of Q.
Theorem 4.6 (Theorem 2.9 of [21] and Theorem 3.5 of [31]). Suppose that
δ is non-resonant and γl /∈ Z. Then, for any P1, P2 ∈ Q(δ)〈z, ∂z〉, the
cohomology intersection number
〈P1· dxx ,P2· dxx 〉ch
(2pi
√−1)n belongs to the field Q(δ)(z).
The theorem above guarantees that we do not need any field extension of
Q(δ) when we compute the cohomology intersection number.
5 GKZ system and algorithms
In this section, we set β := −δ. With this notation, we put HA(β) :=
MA(δ). This is because we use some results from [25] and [44] where the
hypergeometric ideal is denoted by HA(β) while it is denoted by MA(δ) in
our main references [30], [31].
5.1 An algorithm of computing connection matrices
Let ωq be the differential form
k∏
l=1
h
−q′
l
l x
q′′ dx
x
, q = (q′, q′′) ∈ Zk × Zn. (35)
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In view of Theorem 4.1, there exists a basis of the twisted cohomology group
of which elements are of the form ωq when δ is non-resonant and γl /∈ Z.
Such a basis is even algorithmically computable. Let {[ωq] | q ∈ Q} be a
basis of the twisted cohomology group. We set ∂i =
∂
∂zi
. We will give
an algorithm to find the connection matrix ∇GM∂i ω = ωΩi with respect to
this basis ω = ([ωq1], . . . , [ωqr ]) where Q = {q1, . . . , qr}. In the theory of
differential equations, it is more common to consider Pfaffian matrix Pi :=
tΩi
instead of connection matrix. Note that algorithms to translate a given
holonomic ideal to a Pfaffian system are well known (see, e.g., [25, Chap
6]). In the following, we explain how we compute the matrix Pi by means of
computer algebra, which was proposed in [32].
The main point of our method lies in the use of the following contiguity
relation
1
a′i · (β − q)
∂i · [ωq] = [ωq′], q′ = q + a(i) (36)
where a′i is the column vector that the first k elements are equal to those of
a(i) and the last n elements are 0. For example, a′1 =
t(1, 0, . . . , 0), a′2 =
t(1, 0, . . . , 0), . . ., a′N1+1 =
t(0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . ., a′N =
t(0, . . . , 0,
k−th
1 , 0, . . . , 0).
In [44, Algorithm 3.2], an algorithm to obtain an operator Ci satisfying
Ci∂i − bi(β) = 0 mod HA(β) (37)
is given. The polynomial bi is a b-function in the direction i [44, Th 3.2].
Note that the algorithm outputs the operator Ci in C〈z1, . . . , zN , ∂1, . . . , ∂N〉,
which does not depend on the parameter β. We have the following inverse
contiguity relation
a′i · (β − q′′)
bi(β − q′′) Ci · [ωq] = [ωq
′′ ], q′′ = q − a(i). (38)
Example 5.1. (Gauss hypergeometric function 2F1.) Put
A =

 1 1 0 00 0 1 1
0 1 0 1

 . (39)
The integral (23) in question takes the form∫
Γ
h−γ11 h
−γ2
2 x
cω (40)
where h1 = z1+z2x and h2 = z3+z4x. We can show that {[ω(1,0,0)], [ω(0,1,0)]} is
a basis of the de Rham cohomolgy group H1dR(Vz;∇x). This A is normal and
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the b-function b4(s) ∈ Q[s1, s2, s3] for the direction z4 is b4(s) = s2s3. Then,
C4 = z2z3∂1 + (θ2 + θ3 + θ4)z4 where θi = zi∂i by reducing (θ3 + θ4)(θ2 + θ4)
by the toric ideal IA = 〈∂2∂3 − ∂1∂4〉 (see Algorithm 3.2 of [44]).
Our algorithm to find a Pfaffian system with respect to a given basis of
the twisted cohomology group is as follows.
Algorithm 5.1.
Input: {[ωq] | q ∈ Q}, a basis of the twisted cohomology group. A direction
(index) i.
Output: Pi, the coefficient matrix of the Pfaffian system.
1. Compute a Gro¨bner basis G of HA(β) in the ring of differential oper-
ators with rational function coefficients. Let S be a column vector of
the standard monomials with respect to G.
2. Put
F (Q) = t(F (q) | q ∈ Q), F (q) =
∏
ri<0
C−rii
∏
ri>0
∂rii
1
BB′
, q =
N∑
i=1
ria(i)
(41)
It is a vector with entries in the ring of differential operators and the
order of the product is i = N,N−1, . . . , 3, 2, 1. In other words, we apply
operators from ∂1. The polynomial B is derived from the coefficient of
the contiguity relation (38) and is equal to
B =
N∏
j=1,rj<0
bj(β
′
j + a(j))
a′j · (β ′j + a(j))
bj(β
′
j + 2a(j))
a′j · (β ′j + 2a(j))
· · · bj(β
′
j + (−rj)a(j))
a′j · (β ′j + (−rj)a(j))
,(42)
β ′j = β −
∑
rl>0
rla(l) +
j−1∑
l=1,rl<0
(−rl)a(l). (43)
The polynomial B′ comes from the denominator of the contiguity rela-
tion (36) and is equal to
B′ =
N∏
j=1,rj>0
(
a′j · (β ′j)
) (
a′j · (β ′j − a(j))
) · · · (a′j · (β ′j − (rj − 1)a(j))) ,(44)
β ′j = β −
∑
rl>0,l<j
rla(l). (45)
3. Compute the normal form of the vectors ∂iF (Q) and F (Q). Write the
normal forms of them as P ′S and P ′′S respectively where P ′ and P ′′
are matrices with rational function entries.
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4. Output Pi = P
′(P ′′)−1.
The matrix P ′′ is invertible if and only if the given set of cohomology
classes {[ωq]} is a basis of the twisted cohomology group.
Example 5.2. This is a continuation of Example 5.1. We have t(1, 0, 0) =
a(1) and t(0, 1, 0) = a(3). Then, the basis of the twisted cohomology group
F (Q) is expressed as F (Q) = t(∂1/β1, ∂3/β2) and ∂4F (Q) =
t(∂4∂1/β1, ∂4∂3/β2).
We can obtain a Gro¨bner basis whose set of the standard monomials is {∂4, 1}
by the graded reverse lexicographic order such that ∂i > ∂i+1. We multiply
β1β2 to F (Q) and ∂4F (Q) in order to avoid rational polynomial arithmetic.
Then, the normal form, for example, of β2∂1 is
1
z1z4−z2z3 ((β1(β1 + β2)z4)∂4 − β22β3). By computing the other normal forms,
we obtain the matrix
P4 =
(
β2z1
z1z4−z2z3
−β2z3
z1z4−z2z3−β1z1z2
z1z24−z2z3z4
β3z1z4+(β1−β3)z2z3
z1z24−z2z3z4
)
. (46)
Example 5.3. (3F2, see, e.g., [45, p.224], [41].) Let A =


1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1

.
The integral (23) in question takes the form∫
Γ
(z1x1 + z2)
−γ1(z3x2 + z4x1)−γ2(z5 + z6x2)−γ3x
c1
1 x
c2
2 ω. (47)
We set
ω1 =
dx1dx2
(z1x1 + z2)x1x2
, ω2 =
dx1dx2
(z5 + z6x2)x1x2
, ω3 =
dx1dx2
(z3x2 + z4x1)x1x2
. (48)
It can be verified that {[ω1], [ω2], [ω3]} is a basis of the de Rham cohomology
group H2(Vz;∇x). When z2 = −1, z3 = z4 = z5 = z6 = 1, the coefficient
matrix for z1 for the basis {[ω1], [ω2], [ω3]} is
P1 =


β4z1+β2+β3+β4+β5
z1(z1−1)
β3(β4−β1−β2)
β1z1(z1−1)
(−β4+1)β2(−β2+β4+β5+1)
β4β1z1(z1−1)
(β2+β3−β5)β1
β3(z1−1)
β1z1+β2−β4
z1(z1−1)
(−β4+1)β2(−β2+β4+β5+1)
β4β3z1(z1−1)
β4(β2+β3−β5)β1
(−β4+1)β2(z1−1)
β4β3(β1+β2−β4)
(−β4+1)β2(z1−1)
(−β2+β4+β5+1)
z1−1

 (49)
The result can be obtained in a few seconds.
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5.2 An algorithm of finding the cohomology intersec-
tion matrix
Theorem 5.4. [31] Given a matrix A = (aij) as in (27).
7 When parameters
are non-resonant and γl /∈ Z, the intersection matrix of the twisted cohomol-
ogy group of the GKZ system associated to the matrix A can be algorithmically
determined.
We write Ωi for the coefficient matrix of Ω with respect to the 1-form dzi.
The algorithm we propose is summarized as follows.
Algorithm 5.2. (A modified version of the algorithm in [31].)
Input: Free bases {[φj]}j ⊂ HndR ↾U , {[ψj ]}j ⊂ Hn∨dR ↾U which are expressed
as (35).
Output: The secondary equation (22) and the cohomology intersection
matrix Ich = (〈[φi], [ψj ]〉ch)i,j.
1. Obtain a Pfaffian system with respect to the given bases {[φj]}j and
{[ψj ]}j, i.e., obtain matrices Ωi = (ωijk) and Ω∨i = (ω∨ijk) so that the
equalities
∂i[φj] =
∑
k
ωikj[φk], ∂i[ψj ] =
∑
k
ω∨ikj[ψk] (50)
hold by Algorithm 5.1.
2. Find a non-zero rational function solution I of the secondary equation
∂iI − tΩiI − IΩ∨i = 0, i = 1, . . . , N. (51)
To be more precise, see, e.g., [6], [7], [40] and references therein.
3. Determine the scalar multiple of I by Theorem 4.5 or by [21, Theorem
2.6].
Example 5.5. This is a continuation of Example 5.1 and Example 5.2. In
this case, we set ω1 = ω
∨
1 = ω(1,0,0) and ω2 = ω
∨
2 = ω(0,1,0). By solving
the secondary equation (for example, using [7]), we can verify that Ich =
(〈[ωi], [ω∨j ]〉ch)2i,j=1 is a constant matrix when z1 = z2 = z3 = 1. Therefore,
we can obtain the exact values of these entries by taking a unimodular regular
7In [31], the matrix A is assumed to have a unimodular regular triangulation. This
technical assumption is not necessary in view of [21, Theorem 2.6]
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triangulation T = {123, 234} and substituting z4 = 0 in Theorem 4.5. Thus,
we get a correct normalization of Ich and the matrix
Ich
2pi
√−1 is given by( 1
β1
− 1
β3
− 1
β3
− 1
β3
1
β2
− 1
β3
)
. (52)
Example 5.6. This is a continuation of Example 5.3. We want to evalu-
ate the cohomology intersection matrix Ich = (〈[ωi], [ωj]〉ch)3i,j=1. By solv-
ing the secondary equation, we can verify that (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)
entries of Ich are all independent of z1. Therefore, we can obtain the ex-
act values of these entries by taking a unimodular regular triangulation
T = {23456, 12456, 12346} and substituting z1 = 0 in Theorem 4.5. Thus,
the matrix Ich
(2pi
√−1)2 is given by


r11
β4+β5
β5β4(β2−β4−β5)
β4(β1+β2−β4−β4)z1−β5β3
β5(β4+1)(β2−β4−β5)(β2−β4−β5+1)
β4+β5
β5β4(β2−β4−β5)
r22
−(β4β1z1−β5β2−β5β3+β5β4+β
2
5)
β5(β4+1)(β2−β4−β5)(β2−β4−β5+1)
β4(β1+β2−β4−β5)z1−β5β3
β5(β4−1)(β2−β4−β5)(β2−β4−β5−1)
−β4β1z1+β5(β2+β3−β4−β5)
β5(β4−1)(β2−β4−β5)(β2−β4−β5−1)
r33


(53)
where
r11 = −(β4β2 + (β4 + β5)β3)β1 + β4β
2
2 + (β4β3 − β24 − β5β4)β2 + (−β24 − β5β4)β3
β5β4β1(β2 − β4 − β5)(β2 + β3 − β5)
(54)
r22 = −(β5β2 + (β4 + β5)β3 − β5β4 − β
2
5)β1 + β5β
2
2 + (β5β3 − β5β4 − β25)β2
β5β4β3(β2 − β4 − β5)(β1 + β2 − β4)
(55)
r33 = − β4{a0z1
2−2β1β3β4β5z1+a2}
β5β2(β4−1)(β4+1)(β2−β4−β5)(β2−β4−β5−1)(β2−β4−β5+1) (56)
a0 = (β1β2 − β1β5 + β22 − β2β4 − 2β2β5 + β4β5 + β52)β1β4 (57)
a2 = (β2
2 + β2β3 − 2β2β4 − β2β5 − β3β4 + β42 + β4β5)β3β5 (58)
6 L2-cohomology intersection pairing and an
integral of a product of powers of absolute
values of polynomials
6.1 L2-cohomology intersection pairing
We use the same notation as §2. We want to understand an integral
I(α) =
∫
Cn
|Φ|2ω ∧ η¯ (59)
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as a meromorphic function of α for some ω, η ∈ Ωn(V alg). In order to analyze
(59), we employ the language of L2-cohomology groups. We assume that
α1, . . . , αk ∈ R. We first remark that L is trivially a variation of Hodge
structure of weight 0 ([27]). Moreover, there is a polarization given by L⊗L ∋
aΦ ⊗ bΦ 7→ ab¯ ∈ C. Here, the symbol L denotes the complex conjugate of
the local system L. We consider a smooth projective compactification Xof
V so that the complement D := X \ V is a normal crossing divisor. Let us
fix a Ka¨hler metric g on X which is asymptotically equivalent to Poincare´
metric near the boundary D. Namely, our Ka¨hler metric g dominates and is
dominated by a positive multiple of
∑
j≤l
dxjdx¯j
(|xj | log |xj|)2 +
∑
j>l
dxjdx¯j (60)
on the coordinate system x near the boundary such that D = {x1 · · ·xl =
0}. Note that the volume form induced from (60) is a constant multiple
of ∧j≤l|xj|−1(log |xj |)−1dxj ∧ dx¯j ∧ ∧j>ldxj ∧ dx¯j. For a polarized variation
of Hodge structures H on V , the symbol Lp(2)(H) denotes the sheaf of L2-
differential p-forms with values in H ([27, Definition 5.3.1]). We cite the
result of [27, Theorem 5.4.1].
Theorem 6.1 ([27]). The complex (L•(2)(H), d) is quasi-isomorphic to the
minimal extension piH of H on X.
We consider a variation of Hodge structures H = L∨ and set
Hn(2)(V
an,L∨) := Hn(Xan; (L•(2)(H), d)). (61)
We describe the L2-intersection pairing
〈•, •〉 : Hn(2)(V an,L∨)× Hn(2)(V an,L∨)→ C, (62)
which was given in [27, Theorem 6.4.2]. If we use the resolution (L•(2)(H), d)
of piH , (62) is induced from the local duality pairing Ln(2)(H) ⊗ Ln(2)(H¯) ∋
(ξ⊗Φ−1)⊗(η⊗Φ¯−1) 7→ ξ∧η ∈ Db2nXan whereDb2nXan is the sheaf of 2n-currents
on Xan. For our purpose, it is more convenient to use another resolution. We
write DbmodD,pXan for the sheaf of p-currents with moderate growth along D.
Let us consider the quasi-isomorphism (DbmodD,•Xan ,∇x) → (DbmodD,•Xan ⊗H, d)
given by the correspondence DbmodD,pXan ∋ ϕ 7→ ϕΦ ⊗ Φ−1 ∈ DbmodD,pXan ⊗ H .
This morphism does not depend on a particular choice of a branch of Φ and
therefore it is well-defined. Since Lp(2)(H) is a subsheaf of DbmodD,pXan ⊗H , we
can define a subsheaf Lp(2) of DbmodD,pXan so that there is a quasi-isomorphism
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(L•(2),∇x) → (L(2)(H), d). That a measurable p-form ϕ be a section of Lp(2)
is characterized by the condition that both |Φ|2ϕ ∧ ∗ϕ and |Φ|2∇xϕ ∧ ∗∇xϕ
are integrable. Here, ∗ is the Hodge star operator. In sum, we obtain an
identity
Hn(2)(V
an,L∨) = Hn(Xan; (L•(2),∇x)). (63)
We can describe the pairing (62) by the formula Hn(2)(X
an,L∨)×Hn(2)(Xan,L∨) ∋
[ω]⊗ [η¯] 7→ ∫
Xan
|Φ|2ω ∧ η¯ ∈ C.
Now we focus on the case when the regularization condition is satisfied.
Namely, we assume that the canonical morphisms j!H → piH and piH →
Rj∗H are isomorphisms. The regularization condition is again a generic
condition on parameters α. Under this condition, we have the following
commutative diagram
HndR,c(V
an;∇x)
can(2)

can // HndR(V
an;∇x)
Hn(2)(V
an;L∨)
ι
66
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
. (64)
Here, the morphisms can and can(2) are induced from the canonical mor-
phisms j!H → Rj∗H and j!H → piH respectively, and the morphism ι :
Hn(2)(V
an;L∨) → HndR(V an;∇x) is defined by taking harmonic representa-
tives.
By the uniqueness of harmonic representatives, Hn(2)(V
an,L∨) is natu-
rally endowed with a Hodge structure {Hp,q}p+q=n of weight n. Let us take
[ω], [η] ∈ Hn,0 ⊂ Hn(2)(V an,L∨), that is, [ω] and [η] are represented by L2-
harmonic (n, 0)-forms. We are going to compute 〈[ω], [η¯]〉. Recall that any
section of Db
modD,(p,0)
Xan (H) (resp. Db
modD,(0,p)
Xan (H)) is harmonic if and only if
it is a holomorphic (resp. anti-holomorphic) section. Therefore, for any alge-
braic n-differential forms ω, η ∈ Ωn(V alg), ω and η¯ are both harmonic forms.
This implies the equality ι[η¯] = [η¯]. Setting reg := can−1 and reg(2) := can
−1
(2),
we have reg([η¯]) = reg(2)([η¯]). We set [ξ¯] := reg([η¯]). Since the diagram
Hn(2)(V
an,L∨)⊗ Hnc (V an,L)
id⊗|Φ|−2

〈•,•〉ch
// C
Hn(2)(V
an,L∨)× Hn(2)(V an,L∨)
〈•,•〉
66
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
(65)
is commutative, we obtain identities 〈ω, |Φ|2ξ¯〉ch = 〈ω, ξ¯〉 = 〈ω, η¯〉.
On the other hand, we have an identification of local systems L∨→˜L given
by the correspondence aΦ−1 7→ aΦ. With the aid of this identification, the
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homology intersection form is defined as a bilinear pairing
〈•, •〉h : Hn (V an;L)× Hn(V an;L)→ C. (66)
Combining the discussion above with the formula (17), we obtain a
Theorem 6.2. Let {[Γi]}ri=1 be a basis of Hn (V an;L). One has a formula
I(α) =
∑
i,j
(∫
Γi
Φω
)
Cji
(∫
Γj
Φη
)
, (67)
where (C ij)i,j is the inverse of the intersection matrix (〈Γi,Γj〉h).
Remark 6.3. So far, we assumed that the parameters αi are real. However,
if we take into account the identity(∫
Γj
Φη
)
=
∫
Γj
k∏
l=1
fl(x)
αl
η (αl ∈ R), (68)
the right-hand side of (67) is clearly a meromorphic function in αi ∈ C.
Example 6.4. The simplest example of Theorem 6.2 is when A is given by
A =
(
1 1
0 1
)
. The corresponding integral
∫
C
|t|2(α−1)|1−t|2(β−1)dt∧dt¯ is well-
known. We set Φ = tα(1−t)β and ω = η = dt
t(1−t) . Let P ∈ H1(C\{0, 1};CΦ)
be the regularization ([4, §3.2]) of the interval (0, 1). If we set e(α) = e2pi
√−1α,
we obtain 〈P, P ∨〉h = 1−e(α+β)(1−e(α))(1−e(β)) . Therefore, we have∫
C
|Φ|2ω ∧ ω¯ = (1− e(α))(1− e(β))
1− e(α + β) B(α, β)
2. (69)
We write t = τ1 +
√−1τ2. Since dt ∧ dt¯ = −2
√−1dτ1 ∧ dτ2, we obtain∫
C
|t|2(α−1)|1− t|2(β−1)dτ1 ∧ dτ2 = sin πα sin πβ
sin π(α + β)
B(α, β)2. (70)
The formula (70) was also discussed in [11, (3.64)] and [34, Corollary 1].
Example 6.5. We consider the complex Selberg integral discussed in [2]. We
set n = N − 2 and consider an integral
I =
(√−1
2
)n ∫
CN−2
N∏
j=3
|zj|2α|zj−1|2β
∏
3≤i<j≤N
|zi−zj |2γdz3∧· · ·∧dzN∧dz¯3∧· · ·∧dz¯N
(71)
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We set Φ =
∏N
j=3 z
α
j (1− zj)β
∏
3≤i<j≤N(zi− zj)γ and define an affine variety
V by V := {z ∈ Cn |∏Nj=3 zj(zj −1)∏3≤i<j≤N(zi− zj) 6= 0}. The symmetric
group Sn acts on V by the formula σ · z = (z3, . . . , i−thzj , . . . , j−thzi , . . . , zN)
(σ ∈ Sn). Since σ∇ = ∇σ, Sn also acts on the de Rham cohomology group
HndR(V,∇). We have
dimCH
n
dR(V,∇) = n!, dimCHndR(V,∇)Sn = 1. (72)
The generator of the Sn-invariant part H
n
dR(V,∇)Sn is given by the class
[ dz3∧···∧dzN∏
3≤i<j≤N (zi−zj) ]. Since Sn defines a properly discontinuous action on V ,
the quotient morphism π : V → Sn\V is a covering map and we obtain a
canonical isomorphism
HndR(Sn\V ;∇) ≃ HndR(V ;∇)Sn (73)
induced by the pull-back π∗. Moreover, the basis of the Sn-invariant part of
the twisted homology group Hn(V
an;L)Sn ≃ Hlfn (V an;L)Sn is given by (the
regularization of) a chamber ∆ = {z ∈ Rn∩V an | 0 < zi < 1 (i = 3, . . . , N)}.
Since Φ is Sn-invariant (up to a constant), the local system L induces a local
system on Sn\V an which is also denoted by L by abuse of notation. The dual
of the isomorphism (73) is given by
Hn(V
an;L) ≃ Hn(Sn\V an;L)Sn (74)
induced by the push-forward π∗. Therefore, Theorem 6.2 applied to the de
Rham cohomology group HndR(Sn\V ;∇) ≃ HndR(V ;∇)Sn and combined with
the result of [39, Theorem 1] gives a formula
I =
∏n
j=1 sin π(α +
(j−1)
2
γ) sin π(β + (j−1)
2
γ) sin π(α + jγ
2
)
n!
∏n
j=1 sin π(α + β +
(n+j−2)
2
γ) sin π(γ
2
)
S(α, β, γ)2. (75)
Here, S(α, β, γ) is the ordinary Selberg integral
S(α, β, γ) =
∫
[0,1]n
N∏
j=3
xαj (xj − 1)β
∏
3≤i<j≤N
(xi − xj)γdx3 ∧ · · · ∧ dxN (76)
=
∏n
j=1 Γ(α + 1 +
(j−1)
2
γ)Γ(β + 1 + (j−1)
2
γ)Γ( jγ
2
+ 1)∏n
j=1 Γ(α ++β + 2 +
(n+j−2)
2
γ)Γ(γ
2
+ 1)
. (77)
This result is in concordance with the main result of [2].
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6.2 GKZ case
We use the same notation as §4. Let us fix a unimodular regular triangulation
T . For any (n+ k)-simplex σ, we set
ψσ(z; δ) =
∑
m∈Zσ
≥0
z−A
−1
σ Aσ¯m
σ z
m
σ¯
Γ(1σ −A−1σ (δ + Aσ¯m))m!
. (78)
In view of the formula (32), we obtain a
Theorem 6.6. For a unimodular regular triangulation T 8, we have an iden-
tity
(√−1
2
)n ∫
Cn
k∏
l=1
|hl(x; z)|−2γl
n∏
i=1
|xi|2ci dx
x
∧ dx¯
x¯
=Γ(1− γ)2 sin πγ
∑
σ∈T
π2n
sin πA−1σ δ
|zσ|−2A
−1
σ δψσ (z; δ)ψσ (z¯; δ) . (79)
The right-hand side of (79) is convergent for any z such that (− log |z1|, . . . ,− log |zN |)
is in a sufficiently far translation of the cone CT inside itself.
Note that ψσ,k (z; δ)ψσ,k (z¯; δ) = |ψσ,k (z; δ) |2 when δ is real.
Example 6.7. The second simplest example is Gauß’ 2F1 case. We set
A =

1 0 1 00 1 0 1
0 0 1 1

 . (80)
Taking the regular triangulation T = {124, 134} and substituting z1 = 1, z2 =
z, z3 = z4 = −1, we obtain
√−1
2
∫
C
|1− x|−2γ1 |z − x|−2γ2 |x|2(c−1)dx ∧ dx¯
=
Γ(1− γ1)2Γ(1− γ2)2
π2
{
sin2 πγ1 sin πγ2 sin πc
sin π(γ2 − c) |z|
2(c−γ2)
2f1 (
γ1,c
1−γ2+c; z) 2f1 (
γ1,c
1−γ2+c; z¯)
+
sin πγ1 sin
2 πγ2 sin π(γ1 + γ2 − c)
sin π(c− γ2) 2f1
(
γ1+γ2−c,γ2
1−c+γ2 ; z
)
2f1
(
γ1+γ2−c,γ2
1−c+γ2 ; z¯
)}
,
(81)
8This assumption can be removed by modifying the right-hand side of the formula (79)
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where 2f1
(
α,β
γ ; z
)
is given by the formula
2f1
(
α,β
γ ; z
)
=
∞∑
m=0
Γ(α +m)Γ(β +m)
Γ(γ +m)m!
zm. (82)
This formula is equivalent to [34, Corollary 2]. Indeed, the relation between
our parameter δ =

γ1γ2
c

 and the parameters a, b, c of [34, Corollary 2] is
given by
δ =

 −b−c
a + 1

 . (83)
The same formula with different notation is also obtained in [11, (3.64)].
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